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ABSTRACT 

 

Current climatic patterns appear to underrate the full impact of forest cover on rainfall patterns over 

years. Previous studies focused on predicting the rainfall by using the historical rainfall data, which 

determines how much rainfall will be received in the future. The proposed work uses data mining 

technique to determine whether the forest area in any particular region has any impact on the rainfall. 

This is necessary to prepare for the future. The rainfall and forest area in the various states of the 

country for the period of ten years is used as input. Linear regression is used to establish the impact of 

the forest area over the rainfall. By applying linear regression, the dependency of the predictor and 

response variables were plotted. It is observed that the forest area is not the only influencing factor 

which has direct impact on the rain fall in any region. This indicates that the consequence of change in 

forest area over rainfall is meager. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Current climatic patterns appear to underrate the full impact of forest cover on rainfall patterns over 

years. Previous studies focused on predicting the rainfall by using the historical rainfall data, which 

determines how much rainfall will be received in the future. The proposed work uses data mining 

technique to determine whether the forest area in any particular region has any impact on the rainfall. 

This is necessary to prepare for the future. The rainfall and forest area in the various states of the 

country for the period of ten years is used as input. Linear regression is used to establish the impact of 

the forest area over the rainfall. By applying linear regression, the dependency of the predictor and 

response variables were plotted. It is observed that the forest area is not the only influencing factor 

which has direct impact on the rain fall in any region. This indicates that the consequence of change in 

forest area over rainfall is meager. 

Keywords: Prediction, Data Mining, Linear Regression 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Rainfall is the major water resources in most parts of India. Rainfall water stored in various forms 

such lakes, ponds and wells are used for drinking and agriculture. In recent times, there is instability 

in the amount of rainfall received. The average amount of rainfall during 1950-51 to 1964-65 was 112 

cm. During the period 1967-68 to 1987-88 average amount of rainfall received in the country was 

107.2 cm and During the period 1988-89 to 2005-06, average amount of rainfall received in the 

country was 115.4 cm which was noted from Ramesh Chand.. It affects the normal livelihood of the 

farmers and others.  

Forest area in any region can be termed as dense, very dense and moderate. Throughout the country, 

irrespective of the landforms there is a variation in the area covered by the trees. In recent times, there 

is an enormous change in the forest cover area due to various reasons. It may be due to urbanization 

and deforestation. It is also found that the wind which travels through the forest area brings more 

rainfall than the treeless area or barren land or deserted land. It is assumed that more forest cover 
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brings more rainfall. With the available data, we can validate the how the forest cover has influence 

over the rainfall. 

Prediction is a way of determining the future events based on the historical data or past events. 

Prediction helps us to identify the risks and opportunities involved with respect to any event. It helps 

us to prepare and plan in a better way. Nowadays prediction is applied in various fields such as 

marketing, finance, travel and health care. 

To determine the relationship between two dependent variables regression can be used. There are 

various regression techniques available which focuses on three main factors such as dependent 

variable, independent variable and the shape of the regression. We can apply the regression method 

based on the variable and shape of the regression needed. Linear regression helps us to analyze and 

summarize the relation between two variables. In this paper the focus is to examine how the forest 

area is accounting for the variability in the rainfall, by applying linear regression. 

The paper hereunder is organized as follows: The related works are discussed in section 2. The section 

3 elaborates on the data used as input and the methodology. In section 4, the relationship between the 

rainfall and forest is visualized. Finally, the conclusion and future work is highlighted in section 5. 

RELATED WORKS 

 

(Debahuti Mishra ,2010) suggested different techniques which can be used for prediction and how it 

can used to identify the hidden nature of the data. The steps to estimate the unknown effect of 

changing one variable over another has been discussed.(Rajendran Banjade,2011) proposed a method 

to apply linear regression technique to provide recommendations to the customers by analyzing large-

scale dataset. The historical data between the customer and product through sales has been analysed 

and the decision is inferred. 

In the paper (Phillip B Palmer,2009) focus is on how to interpret the summary of linear regression 

applied over any dependent variables. The regression analysis produces a predicted value for the 

criterion resulting from a linear combination of the predictors.  

 

(David A. Dickey,2012) focused on determining whether the data used provides sufficient evidence of 

a relationship between the predictor and response variable. They also demonstrated a method to get 

valuable insights from data of any type.(Zhi-liang Wang ,2010)proposed Generalized Regression 

Neural Network (GRNN) model for annual rainfall in Zhengzhou. The results of GRNN have more 

advantage in fitting and prediction compared with BP neural network.GRNN network structure is 
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simple, calculate rapidly and stability.Compared with the traditional linear model and BP neural 

networks, the GRNN has smaller prediction error. 

 

(M. Kannan,2010) described the importance of rainfall prediction. Karl Pearson correlation 

coefficient is used to predict the values for rainfall in the ground level using five years input data. 

Also they have predicted the future years rainfall fall in ground level by using multiple linear 

regression. 

 

(Dr. Shobha G,2014)analyzed  various algorithms. Efficient Data mining techniques are used in 

rainfall prediction. Algorithms analyzed in this paper are ANFIS, ARIMA, SLIQ Decision Tree which 

is used for prediction of Rainfall.(Zongbo Shang,2007)presented a study on predicting the vegetation 

types from environment variables. They tried to identify whether the r land cover types 

aredifferentiated from one another in term of abiotic conditions. (R. Senthil Kumar,2016) compared 

different data mining techniques used to predict the rainfall. They focused on popular data mining 

techniques such as Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, Decision Tree, Neural Network and 

fuzzy logic. 

 

(Jinghao Niu,2015)proposed criterions to compare the different predictive methodologies in rainfall 

prediction.(S.S.Palmate, 2017)evaluated the effect of climate change on forest cover and vegetation in 

Central India. A simple regression method was used to evaluate the relationship between the two 

considered factors. And the research work reveals that not only forest cover but also monsoon, 

temperature etc were also main influential factors for  rainfall. 

METHODOLOGY 

The proposed work is implemented in R-Studio using R language. The dataset which is used herein 

are given in table 1 and 2 and is described as below.  

Two sets of data were used for analyzing the relationship. The first data sets contain details of rainfall 

in various states all over India from the year 2002 to 2011(Dataset1). The second data set contains 

total forest area in India from the year 2001 to 2011(Dataset2).The data sets were collected from the 

Open Government Data Platform India website. The URL are as follows. 

The sample data is represented in the Table 1 

Table 1 

Sample data of State wise Rainfall from 2003 to 2011
 

Year  

Very Dense 

Forest Area in 

Sq. Km. 

Mod. Dense 

Forest Area in 

Sq. Km. 

Open Dense 

Forest Area in 

Sq. Km. 

Total Forest 

Cover Area in 

Sq. Km. 
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2001 416809 NA 258729 675538 

2003 51285 339279 287769 678333 

2005 54569 332647 289872 677088 

2009 83510 319012 288377 690899 

2011 83471 320736 287820 692027 

 

Table 2 

 

Forest Cover in India between 2001 and 2011 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The goal is to determine the relationship between the forest cover and the rainfall using Linear 

Regression. (T.Muhlbacher,2013) proposed that Linear Regression analysis  is a statistical procedure 

that is used for estimating the relationships among various variables available in the data set in order 

to arrive at a result so that decision could be taken accurately. 

A Linear regression represents the deviation that happens in A when there is a change in B by one 

unit. Thus the linear regression is expressed using the equation for straight line as:  

 A=X+mB  (1) 

Here A represents response variable, B represents the Predictor variable, x represents the intercept and 

m indicates the slope. 

 

 

 

 

 

State 
2003      (in 

mm) 

2005         (in 

mm) 
2007 (in mm) 

2011      (in 

mm) 

Arunachal Pradesh 2761.2 2542.4 2401.3 1923.4 

Uttranchal  1903.7 1469.3 1894.4 1708.2 

Punjab 645.1 603.5 494.3 533.6 

Himachal Pradesh 1268.9 996.4 862.5 1051.8 

Gujarat  1259.4 1385.4 1158.8 903.9 

Tamil Nadu  925 1314 968.8 1013.8 

Kerala 2275.8 3151 3919.5 3041.6 

Algorithm: 

Input: Array of Data points (A,B) 

Output: Line A = x + mB 

Method: Computing A, B by minimizing  
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The overview of the evaluation process is represented in Fig 1. Here the Two sets of Data namely the 

Rain fall Data and Forest Area Data are preprocessed in order to remove redundancies. Once they are 

pre processed, comparison is done between the dependent variable „A‟ and the Response variable „B‟.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1:Overview of Proposed work 

 

Based on the comparison, the level of dependency of the response variable is evaluated. The evaluated 

result shows the plot for determining the level of influence.  

The best fit line is arrived by gradually minimizing the sum of the squares of the vertical deviations 

from each data point to the actual line from which the data was obtained earlier.  

The model performance can be evaluated using the metric R-square. The difference between the 

observed value of the dependent variable (A) and the predicted value (B) is called the residual (R).  

Rainfall Data 

Forest Area 
Data 

Pre-process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compare dependent and 

response variable 

Determine dependency 

Linear regression 
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Residual = Observed value - Predicted value  

R=A-B (4) 

RESULTS 

To cover all the regions of the country, data for 8 states from different regions are taken. The rainfall 

in various states from the year 2002 to 2011 and the forest area in the same region from 2001 to 2011 

are used to determine the relationship.  

The total rainfall in selected states in India from the year 2002 to 2011 is represented in the Figure 2. 

The horizontal axis represents the years from 2002 to 2011 and the vertical axis represents the average 

rainfall in mm. From the graph it is found that Orissa has got the maximum average rainfall 

throughout the period.  

 

Figure2: State wise rainfall from 2002 to 2011 

 

The total rainfall throughout the country in each year from 2002 to 2011 is represented in the Figure 

3. It can be inferred from the below graph that the highest and the lowest amount of rainfall do not 

have much variations. The highest rainfall received is approximately above 50000 mm whereas the 

minimum rainfall is observed as above 40000 mm. 
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Figure. 3. Year wise rainfall from 2001 to 2011 

The total forest area in the entire country for every year  is represented in the Figure 4. It can be 

observed from this graph that the total forest cover throughout the period of observation is increasing 

over years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:Forest Area from 2001 to 2011 

The scatter plot visualizes the relationship between forest area and rain fall as shown in Figure 5. The 

scatter plot reveals that the area of forest covers in Indian states do not have much impact on the 

rainfall in respective states. There is no possibility of linking or fitting a straight line by using linear 

regression. There is a vast difference in the scatter plot making it clear that there is very less impact of 

forest cover over rain fall over the period considered for observation. 
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Figure 5: Rain vs Forest plot between 2002 and 2011 

The regression statistics achieved from the plot is represented in Table 3. 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Linear Regression Results 

Multiple R-square 0.5349 

Adjusted R-square 0.3799 

Standard Error 31.29 

Adjusted R-Square (R2) is equal to 0.3799, which means 37.80% of the variability of rainfall can be 

explained using forest area. The linear regression is shown in the Fig 6. The Regression line shows a 

straight down fall through the graph. But it is clearly seen that there is no perfect fit for the regression 

line revealing that Forest cover is not the only influential factor for rainfall across Indian States. 
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Figure 6:Rainfall vs Forest Area Linear Regression with best line fit 

The p-value indicates a there is no clear evidence of a relationship between “Rain” and “forest area”. 

Forest area is not the only factor which determines the rainfall in any particular region. 

CONCLUSION 

Forest cover area contributes to the rainfall in many region.This study for the rainfall and forest cover 

area over the period of ten years shows that forest area is not the only influencing factor which 

determines the rainfall. There are many other factors like Monsoon wind, Physiographic factors, 

Distance from the Sea etc, which influences the amount of rainfall throughout the year across the 

country. With more such dependent variables, the exact impact can be predicted and the results of 

which can be used to take corrective measures. 
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